
CHARACTER PROFILE WORKSHEET  

Basic Statistics 

Name: wise Allan

Age: 55

Nationality: chinese, loves japan

Past, Present or Future: past (no electricity)

Socioeconomic Level as a child: was never a 

child, pandas grow fast and stay old

 Socioeconomic Level as an adult: Low, spent 

it all getting to japan.

 Hometown: tibet, very lonely

Current Residence: japan

Occupation: sculpture artist

Income: low

Talents/Skills: good at art, can sculpt and build

Salary: crap

Birth order: none

Siblings (describe relationship): none

Spouse (describe relationship): none

Children (describe relationship): none 

Grandparents (describe relationship): good 

relationship but they died early.

 Grandchildren (describe relationship): none 

Significant Others (describe relationship): guy 

who owns the off license.

 Relationship skills: everytime he speaks to a 

girl he thinks his beard will be shaved due to a 

past experience. ptsd

Physical Characteristics: 

Height: short

Weight: medium

Race: chinese panda

Eye Color: white

Hair Color: white/grey

Glasses or contact lenses? no 

Skin color: white

Shape of Face: long, oval, animal, panda

Distinguishing features: Eyes, beard, kimono

How does he/she dress? traditional japanese 

male outfit, with some kind of headwrap . very 

colourful, although blood on clothes.

Mannerisms: very relaxed, thoughtfull, calm, 

ZEN. but very evil, kept up hatred for beard 

cutters.

Habits: (smoking, drinking etc.) yes both 

smokes due to sadness

Health: mental health fairly bad

Hobbies: praising cult leader/god. tennis

Favorite Sayings: 

Speech patterns: 

Disabilities: limp on left leg.



Style (Elegant, shabby etc.): shabby, doesnt look after things well. very messy

Greatest flaw: antisociable

Best quality: creativity

Intellectual/Mental/Personality Attributes and Attitudes 

Educational Background: monk school

Intelligence Level: thinks its high, but fairly low

Any Mental Illnesses? depressed due to not alot of money

Learning Experiences: A group of teenagers once krept up on him sleeping and 

shaved his beard off in china, giving him ptsd and forcing him to make the move to 

japan before he even had enough money.

Character's short-term goals in life: make money from selling sculptures.

Character's long-term goals in life: become a leader of a religion

How does Character see himself? God, but has low self esteem due to beard maybe 

being cut.

How does Character believe he is perceived by others? they worship him

How self-confident is the character? very confident, no self doubt

Does the character seem ruled by emotion or logic or some combination thereof?

emotion, literally no logic, hes mental

What would most embarrass this character? getting his beard shaved/having no 

hair. loves his beard.

Emotional Characteristics 

Strengths/Weaknesses: very forward person, speaks mind. Very unhappy with life, 

bored. Japan didn't turn out so good.

Introvert or Extrovert? introvert

How does the character deal with anger? Eats bamboo

With sadness? drinks

With conflict? drinks

With change? drinks

With loss? drinks

What does the character want out of life? To be respected by followers. and to have 

a religion of anti-anti beard cult.

What would the character like to change in his/her life? Start the religion.

What motivates this character? His sculping/models/statues, basicly money to start 

his cult

What frightens this character? having no beard, and people without beards. also no 

alcohol.

What makes this character happy? Religion and art and drink

Is the character judgmental of others? yes

Is the character generous or stingy? stingy

Is the character generally polite or rude? rude, but hides it in the way he speaks.

Character's Role in the Movie  

(main character? hero? heroine? Romantic interest? etc.): the main guy, but the bad 

guy. MAKE SURE EVERYTHING HAS A BEARD.




